
A Nomadic Sojourn into South Mongolia
To Wonder And Heal II:



Itinerary
Day 1: Arrival in Ulaanbaatar
Day 2: Baga Gazriin Chuluu Rock Formation
Day 3: Yolyn Am
Day 4: Khongor Sand Dunes
Day 5: Khongor Sand Dunes
Day 6: Flaming Cliffs
Day 7: Karakorum Ancient Capital
Day 8: Return to Ulaanbaatar
Day 9: Depart Ulaanbaatar



“ ”
Yoga is thoroughly rewarding.

Traveling is thoroughly rewarding.
Being huge advocates for both the natural 

wonders of the body and the world,
We wanted to combine both for this expedition.



your form and flow to the backdrop of
one of nature’s greatest beauty, the Great Gobi Desert.

yourself to the hauntingly serene
whistles of the fabled Khongor Singing Sand Dunes. 
Invite the depths of your soul to receive the ancient 
elegance and quiet beauty of the Yolyn Am Gorge. 
Reignite passion and fire within, as you blaze down the 
red flaming cliffs of the Bayanzag. 

your inner being while basking in the views of the leg-
endary rock formations at Tsagaan Suvarga White 
Stupa.

Practice

Calm

Settle

A once in a lifetime opportunity to indulge in your inner self.
Take your practice to new levels.

Elevate the way you travel.
Go to Mongolia.

South Mongolia and the Great Gobi waits for you.
Are you ready?

Go Beyond



- Upon arrival in Ulaanbaatar, your expedition driver will pick you up from Chinggis Khan 
International Airport and take you to your hotel.
- Free and easy exploration of the Capital’s city center.
- Dinner: Authentic Mongolian cuisine – introducing you to the food culture in Mongolia.
° Overnight in Ulaanbaatar
(Lunch + Dinner, Hotel)

Day 2: Baga Gazriin Chuluu Rock Formation (270km)

- Drive to Baga Gazriin Chuluu Rock Formations from Ulaanbaatar to visit the mystical
  granite stone mountains in the Dundgovi Aimag province.
- Rich in minerals and crystals, the mountains resemble an ancient city due to the 
  erosion of the rocks from the blows of the wind.
- Hiking around the ridges of the low mountains and exploring ancient stone temples.
- Overnight in Baga Gazriin Chuluu area
(Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner, Mongolian Traditional Ger)

Day 3: Yolyn Am (460km)

- Drive to Yolyn Am, also known as the Eagle Valley, deep within the Gurvan Saikhan 
  National Park
- Easy trek into the Yolyn Valley, home to a biodiverse range of wildlife (eagles, ibexes, 
  yaks, vultures)
- Overnight in Yolyn Am area
(Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner, Mongolian Traditional Ger)

Day 1: Arrival in Ulaanbaatar



Day 4: Khongor Sand Dunes (175km)

- Morning Yoga - Saluting the Sun!
- Greet the 3rd day of expedition with classical yoga sun salutations. First timers and
  regular yoga practitioners can thoroughly enjoy while working on all major muscle 
  groups of the body (including the smiling muscles). The practice will leave you feeling 
  energised, stretched and ready for the rest of the journey!
- Drive to Khongor Sand Dunes.
- Another essential location when visiting Mongolia is the Khongor Sand Dunes
- The “Singing Dunes” are also some of the largest dunes and most breath-taking sights 
  in Mongolia.
- Camel riding around the magnificent plains of the Sand Dunes.
- Overnight in Khongor Sand Dunes area.
(Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner, Mongolian Traditional Ger)

Day 5: Khongor Sand Dunes

- Early morning climb to the top of Duut Mankhan, the highest point of Khongor Sand 
  Dunes!
- Midday Yoga - Moving Meditation Flow (75mins)
- Watch the breath with awareness. Observe the bodily movements as we breathe.
  It is always present. The breath also known as Prana is our life force that gives us 
  vitality, making us who we are. Moving with awareness and our breath in this practice 
  always brings us back to this simple basic that everything we ever need is already right 
  here in the universe. Simplicity is bliss.
- Free and easy around the Mongolian ger camp to soak in the sights.
- Overnight in Khongor Sand Dunes area.
(Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner, Mongolian Traditional Ger)

Day 6: Flaming Cliffs (180km)

- Set off for Bayan Zag Flaming Cliffs.
- The Bayan Zag, better known as the Flaming Cliffs, is a sexual forest located about 
  85km from the Gurvan Saikhan National Park.
- The cliffs on the Bayan Zag resemble a striking image of being set aflame over the 
  horizon of the sunset, and was thus dubbed the Flaming Cliffs.
- Renowned for being a hot bed of some critical paleontological findings, the Bayan Zag 
  Flaming Cliffs has been credited for being one of the key locations in the world in the 
  field of palaeontology; while in addition to being one of the most beautifully raw places 
  in the world.
- Overnight in Bayan Zag Flaming Cliffs area.
(Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner, Mongolian Traditional Ger)

Itinerary 



Itinerary 
Day 7: Karakorum Ancient Capital

- Morning Yoga - The Yin and Yang (90mins)
- We have both the Yin and Yang elements in our body regardless of our physical
  differences, and when these 2 elements are balanced, we arrive at a state of
  contentment and peace. Striking a balance between these 2 elements is what we do all 
  day, like a yoga practice in the morning to energise and some nice soothing music in 
  the evening to wind down the day. Adopting this concept into our yoga practice and 
  customising some of the poses to use in our daily life to achieve this balance.  
- Drive to Tsagaan Suvarga.
- An old seabed with sedimentary structure, it was formed millions of years ago and the 
  shades of colours of the ground are representative of each different timeline era over 
  the course of human history.
- The caves within the White Stupa contain ancient rock drawings from the Bronze Age 
  and is considered to be largest site of Rock drawings in Central Asia.
- Nomadic Education: learning how to live off the land (milking of camels).
- Overnight in Tsagaan Suvarga area.
(Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner, Mongolian Traditional Ger)

Day 8: Drive back to Ulaanbaatar (400km)

- Drive back to Ulaanbaatar.
- Check in to hotel.
- Free and easy / Rest and recuperate.
- Experience Mongolian traditional folklore concert.
- Celebratory dinner for completing the expedition.
- Overnight in Ulaanbaatar.
(Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner, Hotel)

Day 9: Departure from Ulaanbaatar

- End of expedition!
- Departure from Chinggis Khaan International Airport.
- Our expedition drivers will drop you off at the airport approx. 3 hours before your 
  scheduled flight.
- Our journey in Mongolia comes to an end!

Itinerary 



included costs
 
• International flights 2 Ways:
 (Singapore > Ulaanbaatar > Singapore)
• All Airport transfers
• All modes of accommodation
• All breakfasts, lunches, dinner
• Private all-terrain vehicle + driver, petrol
• Veteran local guide proficient in English
• Yoga Sessions
• Horse Riding
• Camel Riding
• All staff costs including their fees, insurance, equipment
• All governmental and local taxes
• All national parks fees

excluded costs
 
• Emergency rescue flight cost
• Personal travel insurance 

trip details
• Dates: 8 July - 16 July 2018 
• Duration: 9 days / 8 nights
• International Flights to Ulaanbaatar: SG > HK > UB
• Airlines: Mongolian Air 
• Accommodation will be at a hotel on the first and last 
  day, the rest will be overnight stays with nomadic families
  inside the gers
 

 
NOTE: 

All itineraries are subjected to change due to circumstances beyond our
control including, weather, road or trail conditions and flight schedules



Jasmine’s first yoga class happened in 2010 when she was facing immense
stress and unsuccessful coping strategies in a demanding job position as a
perioperative nurse. The consistent practice in yoga allowed her to cope 
better with fragmentary working hours and varying sleeping patterns. Yoga 
has made her stronger and flexible both on and off the mat. In the last 6 
years, she was further inspired to deepen her practice and would like people 
around her to benefit from the beauty of yoga.

With the simple intention of #moreyogaformorepeople, Jasmine motivates
people in getting connected to their inner self and explore their mental and 
physical capabilities through consistent yoga practice. She also looks 
forward to helping students cope with their daily lifestyle at work or at home 
through pranayama, meditation and asanas practice. Beginning with limited 
flexibility and stamina, Jasmine understands the helplessness and frustra-
tions students have when they first started yoga. Hence, she constantly 
reminds what Confucious once said “It does not matter how slowly you go 
as long as you do not stop”. That led to Jasmine’s idea to start conducting 
yoga classes for all ages and all types of people. She founded and carries 
out Pay What You Wish Yoga Singapore with a team on a regular basis.

Jasmine  Yeo

Beyond Expeditions & Beyond Yoga
T E A M



Beyond Expeditions Singapore
S U P P O R T

WILD STEPPE MONGOLIA -
PARTNER TOUR AGENCY

Wild Steppe Mongolia (WSM) is a registered tour 
agency with Ministry of Tourism under the Mongolian 
government. 

Having organised and expedited over hundreds of 
trips nationwide in span of 10 years, WSM specialises 
in the curation of highly personalised and tailor made 
expeditions in Mongolia. 

Equipped with veteran tour guides in the business 
and armed with over 50 years of combined 
experience in the field, Wilde Steppe Mongolia 
provides an all access exposure of the Mongolian 
lands with raw intimacy to its clients.

TERRAINWARE -
SUPPORTING PARTNER

Terrainware is an outdoor lifestyle boutique and 
experience destination that has everything the cool 
urbanite adventurer needs for all adventures – be it 
an exciting expedition or a simple picnic – with gear 
from Poler Stuff, Power Practical, Filson, Timex and 
many more.

As urbanites, they know that craving for the next 
adventure OUTSIDE. Whether it’s simply a picnic at 
the beach, an expedition out to the bike trails, or 
nailing some tricks at the skate park Terrainware 
hopes to take you there.

Site: www.beyondexpeditionssg.com
Email: discover@beyondexpeditionssg.com
Facebook: Beyond Expeditions SG
Instagram: @beyondexpeditionssg / @beyondyogasg
Explore: #beyondexpeditionssg #beyondyogasg


